Whereas the privatistic buildings faked in synthetic cardboard and painted
would all have to be thrown away some day.
Or... more romantically inclined? Then why not—
Scheme Three:
There on the Lake Front is the Chicago harbour already enclosed
against the turbulence of Lake Michigan.
Why not use that for a genuine holiday? A gay festival for the eye.
Why not a pontoon fair?
Make sealed lightly reinforced metal cylinders, air exhausted from
these like those of the catamaran 5 use them for floating foundations.
Fabricate light thin tubes, some large and others not so large. Some
slender and each in any desired length. Fabricate them in pulp in order
to be very light, soaked and stiffened in waterproofing or in transparent
synthetics. Use these 'reeds' in rhythmic vertically, grouping them to get
support for light roof-webbing. Again use the steel strand anchored to the
metal drums to get and hold the webbing for roof cover. Large pontoons
for tall buildings, long buildings. Square for square buildings* All to be
connected by interesting floating bridges. Floating gardens too could be
connected to the buildings—the whole ground plan of assembled floating
units to be connected together by characteristic linking units, themselves
attractive features, so that while all were joined, yet all might gently
undulate with no harm to any unit.
Then introduce transparent coloured glass tubing among the coloured
pulp tubing. Why not illuminate the glass and have, for once, the airy
vertically as a sheer legitimate modern fabrication, only aimed at as 'a
charm of New York* and seen there only at night in the rain?
The parti-coloured opaque and transparent vertically would be doubled
by direct reflections trembling in the water.
The water itself could again be thrown up by inserted force-pumps
to great heights and in enormous quantity, effects costing nothing but
power. The fair a whole world of illuminated illumination, irradiating and
irradiated light—an iridescent fair or a fair of iridescent, opalescent 'reeds',
The great whole would be a picturesque pleasurable * float*.
Modern pageantry, this?
And genuine in itself. Appropriate space could be easily created for
specific purposes and adapted to suit each commercial purpose: all these
varied .units linked together as a continuous, varied, brilliant modern
circumstance.
Then, after the Fair was over, certain appropriate units could be de-
tached and floated to an anchorage in the lagoons of the varied parks and
waterways of the Lake Front Park to serve as restaurants or good time
places, as concessions rented from the city.
And I said that if there are these three ideas genuine and practical as
&5pdej^ Architecture, they could be sure there were, as easily, three
htgqired to choose from.
had done my best to get out of a trying situation. Of cour$e I
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